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	Various American ideologies presented in Broken Arrow include honesty, trust, individuality, tolerance, and patience. Most of these are seen in the actions and thoughts of the protagonist Captain Jeffords, whose honesty gains him the mutual trust of Cochise, who is self-reliant enough to go against his society in an attempt for peace, who is tolerant of the Native Americans, and who has the patience to sit through the peace-talks and thirty-day armistice. There's also something about Cochise's method of showing how well peace is going that is reminiscent of American ideology; he starts with one little stone and eventually it will become a large pile. This evokes images of a tiny fledgling America that struggled to become its own nation and develop its own power. The first stone is nothing, but something can be built up from that—that seems to be what we're left with at the end of Broken Arrow. The "building something from nothing" does not just allude to the American nation, but it is a key part of Turner's Frontier Thesis about democracy coming to us through struggling on the frontier. Many Americans (homesteaders) went to the frontier to establish their own tiny farms in the middle of nowhere—again, building something from nothing.
	As for myth and race relations, Broken Arrow is clearly different from the other Westerns we watched before it. In each of them (save Jesse James, which lacked Indians), the Indians were depicted as a decidedly inferior class of humans, even in Dodge City (though they are no longer sadistic warmongers, it is implied that they are 'helpless' victims, unable to cope for themselves). Whether it be savage or weak, the image portrayed before this film was very different. Broken Arrow showed them as equals to whites. In spirit, at least. With the peace treaty that requires Cochise to adopt cattle-growing, it is understood that the American way of life is superior to that of the natives (it supersedes it), but that isn't the film's commentary on the worth of a people. Geronimo's betrayal and the exchange between Jeffords and Cochise about there being some whites not to trust and some Indians not to trust really cement the idea that the two races are on equal footing: neither perfect, but also neither markedly worse or inferior. Broken Arrow uses the Cult of the Indian to allegorize the internal race relationships of the time of its production (1950) a time when the Reconstruction was long forgotten and the Civil Rights Movement had yet to start—a time of great racial prejudice. However, it was also the time immediately following World War II and the people of color who had fought for their nation were becoming closer to accepting and being accepted by white America. That hope is reflected in the peace treaty between Jeffords and Cochise.
